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ROOTS BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
The Roots Board of Directors conducts a regular schedule of meetings each year. Meetings will be
held on the second Thursday of odd-numbered months. Meetings are scheduled to begin at 6:00 PM. Meetings for 2006 are March 9, May 11, July 13, September 14, and November 9.
Members and volunteers are welcome to attend these meetings. Meeting sites can be determined by
contacting President Chris Baldo (days) at 707-459-4549.

COVER PHOTO:

Redwood Construction Truck #226 rolls to the Georgia Pacific mill at Samoa in
1973. The Peterbilt is a Model 359, equipped with a turbo-charged 8V-71T Detroit Diesel, driven by Glen
Legg.
Vivian Nicolos collection
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
The warm sun that arrived in mid-February did wonders to cure the webbed feet and soggy emotions of Roots volunteers after a challenging two months of witnessing nature’s fury. The healing weather
arrived just in time for our Railroad Operations and Safety Class in early February, which was a success by
any measure. We hosted the largest railroad class ever, with highly qualified instructors utilizing the stateof-the-art Redwood Empire Railroad History Project classroom facilities, and two diesel-electric train consists for practical training sessions. Utilizing the Arcata and Mad River #104 (GE 44-tonner) “Extra” and
the Simpson #600 (ALCO S-3) “Extra,” the class was treated to a unique visual display of vintage diesels in
action, as they coupled cars, conducted air brake tests, and practiced their hand signals. The 2006 class was
a joint project of Roots of Motive Power and the California Western “Skunk” Railroad, the latter providing
a talented team of instructors led by Jim Baskin, a 38 year veteran of railroad service. The class was a significant step in two areas that I feel are critical to Roots’ survival in the future, the recruitment of new members and continuing education to maintain the subcultures of railroading and steam engineering. My hat
goes off to Roots Trainmaster Bruce Evans for all his work in preparing, organizing and coordinating the
class. With the success of the railroad class and our continuing focus on education, we look forward to the
annual Roots Steam Engineering and Safety Class in early April.
Progress with the incredible Roots collection is
what keeps blood flowing in our veins, and Roots volunteers continue to produce results. Vrain Conley, Percy
Daniels and crew are continuing their assembly of the
Ohio Locomotive Crane and all indications are for a mid
-2006 debut under steam. During my last visit, the water
tank was nestled next to the boiler in the increasingly
congested cab, awaiting the oil tank on the opposite side.
Chris Roediger, Troy James and Jim Anson are making
steady progress on the Bluestone Mining and Smelting
Heisler #1. The boiler has been re-tubed, and is awaiting
its final hydro-test. New cab panels have been riveted in
place and red-oxide primer is spreading over the needle
gunned frame. The expectation of double-heading steam
at Roots is now a realistic goal in late 2006 with the
Bluestone Heisler and Mason County Logging #7. Steam
demonstrations at Roots are not complete without the
Guy F. Atkinson Bucyrus Erie 50B’s kinetic energy. The
boiler of the steam shovel has been re-tubed and is
awaiting its final hydrostatic test and boiler certification.
2006 will be remembered as Roots’ return to steam. We
hope that you are here to bask in the glory, and absorb
some of that infectious atomized steam oil in your system.
Roots Trainmaster Bruce Evans (left) and California Western Railroad Engineer Jim Baskin discuss the finer points of switching cars at the 2006 Railroad
Operations and Safety Class.
Chris Baldo photo
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The ALCO #3 Simpson #600 leads an all-Simpson Timber Company consist for the Railroad Operations class session on switching and coupling cars.
Chris Baldo photo

In addition to progress with restoration projects, the Roots collection also received some exciting
donations of equipment from Rogan Coombs and Tom Lucier. Rogan’s contributions included an exCoombs Lumber Company Ross Straddle Carrier, the Pacific Lumber Company Gibson Speeder #4, and a
set of Redding Iron Works high wheels from the Weed Lumber Company. Tom Lucier, a former Mendocino County Supervisor from Willits, donated a rare Fairmont M-9 Railroad Inspection Car from the Coos
Bay Lumber Company. One of our volunteers, Jim Haskins, has offered to undertake the restoration project.
This year promises to be a busy one on many fronts. The North Coast Railroad Authority is moving
toward the donation of track materials east of the Ukiah Depot, as the former railroad yard is being transformed into a recreation center and transportation hub. Roots volunteers will be removing and transporting
850 feet of 90 lb rail and nearly 800 feet of 75 lb rail, along with associated switches, track materials and
usable railroad ties.
Roots is working with the California Western “Skunk” Railroad (CWR) in planning a special late
September steam event in Willits, with the intriguing concept of double-heading steam on the CWR with
CWR’s 2-8-2 #45 and the Mason County Logging #7. This is an exciting opportunity to not only participate
in a once-in-a-lifetime mainline railroad event, but to enjoy the fruition of years of railroad and steam engineering training for Roots volunteers to not only demonstrate but finely hone their operating skills on one of
the world’s most challenging and scenic railroads.
Chris Baldo, President
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ROOTS NEWSLETTER GETS A NEW NAME
IT’S THE “HIGHLINE”
That’s the new name for our Roots Newsletter. Several months ago we decided that our newsletter
was more than that, being more of a journal of logging history than just a report of our activities, although
it does that as well. We held our “Name the Newsletter” contest at the end of last year, and got some great
suggestions from our members. We received a total of 49 ideas from 10 contributors, including George
Bush, Bruce Evans, Stella James, Robert Jensen, John MacGregor, Keith Rongey, Peter Stewart, Tom Sullivan, Gordon Wagenet and Jim Yokum. Thanks to all of you for helping name the newsletter.
The suggestions were put on a list (without the name of the contributor to avoid favoritism), which
was presented to the Roots Directors and officers at their January meeting. Each director and officer selected their favorites, and the entry with the most votes was selected as the winner. Coincidentally, one of our
Directors, Bruce Evans, submitted the winning entry.
A highline was an essential component of early logging. The more common reference was often
“high lead”, which was a system for moving logs from the cutting area to a loading point. A more condensed version may have been used at mills to move logs from unloading points to log decks or ponds. The
“high lead” or “highline” system was termed thus because of the use of a tall tree (spar pole) which was
stripped of limbs and outfitted with blocks and cables to provided for the moving of the logs. The system
used a mainline or skyline which was fixed, and carried the weight of the logs, and the haulback lines which
moved the carriage that rode the highline.
There were almost as many variations of the system as there were logging operations, each show
putting their own twist on the types and positioning of blocks, or the use of various lines that controlled the
different functions of the system. But the highline was also a road. Specifically, the logging road that was
furthest up on a hill or mountain. Logging teams would cut several roads, usually horizontally, across the
face of a mountain to provide access to the trees. These roads were often used for skidding logs to a landing, utilizing a ground lead system, or, in early days, a steam donkey.
Our masthead has been modified to include the new name of our journal, with a pair of spar poles
added, and the highline (high lead; skyline) holding up a log with the name of our publication proudly displayed. We’ve also placed a steam locomotive below, another essential component of early logging that utilized the highline system.
We hope that you agree that the Highline better represents our organization’s promotion of logging
history, and provides a better reference to our journal than simply - “newsletter.”
Jack Wade, Editor
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TRAINMASTER’S REPORT
It is a considerable honor to be appointed Roots Trainmaster, but at the same time it’s a tremendous
obligation. Roots may well be at the threshold of a whole new set of possibilities with its railroad operations, with the completion of our loop track. And with all the potential of demonstrating both logging and
railroading, and of offering a first-hand experience for the public, there will be a great need for all of us to
work together to make it all possible.
A trainmaster is simply a manager. It’s one who oversees train operations and train crews. The trainmaster see to it that the trains run safely, that the cars get put where they are to go, and that the crews are
trained and knowledgeable in their duties. But the trainmaster doesn’t do all the work. It’s conductors, and
brakemen, and engineers, and firemen, and many more that bring it all together and make it work. It’s the
track workers laying track for the trains to run on, and it’s the equipment that is repaired and maintained by
the mechanics, welders, grease monkeys and painters. I’m fortunate to follow in the footsteps of John Bradley, who moved up to be our Chief Mechanical Officer so that he could bring some of our derelict locomotives back to life (CWR #53 and Holmes Eureka #4 are his favorites). And without the labors of Jim
“Buggs” Bruggere - our Roadmaster - it’s doubtful that we’d have much track on which to operate. Many,
many more are responsible for our ability to thrill the public with steam and whistles and the smell of
grease. And they all do it willingly and with fervor because they know that we hold at Roots one of the finest collections of logging railroad equipment anywhere.
So what’s behind and what’s ahead? What’s behind is over 15 years of planning, fundraising and
hard work that has brought us to where we are. It’s hard to believe that less than six years ago we were
moving to the new site, which had no track and a fraction of the railroad equipment that we have today.
Ahead? A philosopher might say, “The Future.” And for Roots, that future is to have a safe and professional
railroad operation. That might sound pretty simplistic, but there’s more to it than meets the eye. On February 4th and 5th, Roots held its annual Railroad Operations and Safety Class. The class was attended by 22
students, and supported by an overwhelming instructional staff of 10 individuals. Most of the students were
first-timers, and a few even became Roots members in order to take the class.
This year we joined with the California Western Railroad to provide an opportunity for the railroad
to meet and view individuals interested in working for the Skunk Train, while at the same time training our
Roots railroad volunteers. CWR provided three instructors - Jim Baskin, Heather Miya and Clint Watkins who brought with them a wealth of knowledge and experience. The purpose of the class was to provide instruction and hands-on training in the safe and proper operation of our railroad equipment. Subjects covered
ranged from nationally accepted railroad rules (which have also been adopted by Roots), track structure and
track work, hand signals, switching and more. But the overriding subject was safety. Mornings were spent
in the classroom at the County Museum, and afternoons were spent outside working with two trains practicing the various aspects of coupling cars and air hoses, inspecting track, and assuring that all this was done
safely. Some have termed this our most successful railroad class yet. But the true test will be if the students
continue to work with us, and if we can continue to conduct our train operations in an interesting and safe
manner.
Since the completion of our 2005 class, we have been logging hours of work performed on our railroad. We recorded 832 total hours of training, operation and repair work in 2005, but the actual was over
1000 hours. This is pretty impressive, considering our limited track and operations. These hours are used to
determine the qualifications of our train crew members. We will shortly be certifying our first conductors:
Chris Baldo, Wes Brubacher, Mike Meyer and Keith Rongey. (Your trainmaster will also be certified by
default.) These members have met the requirements of Roots’ new Certification policy, and will be the
workers who will be in charge of our trains when they are operated for routine switching or special public
events. The next phase will be to begin training these and other individuals as diesel engineers. We will also
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start working on certification of a few individuals as steam engineers and firemen. All of these workers will
be utilized to assist us with future training classes.
On February 8th, the Board of Directors of the North Coast Railroad Authority unanimously approved the donation to Roots of several hundred feet of rail (and associated hardware) located behind the
Ukiah depot. This will bring us “within spitting distance” of completing our loop track. But we will need a
good crew to take up the rail and ties, and an even greater crew to lay it back down again at Roots. This is a
goal we’ve been working toward for years. And you can help us achieve it by coming out and lending your
support. So our railroad operations continue to evolve and improve. But we need to support our shop forces
and our track gangs so our trains can run. As we close in on the completion of our loop track, we encourage
everyone who can to come out and help lay track, help restore some of our equipment, or do some repair
and maintenance work.
Bruce Evans, Trainmaster

A SERIES OF PHOTOS FROM THE RAILROAD SAFETY CLASS
At left, Bruce Evans contemplates the days’ activities,
while Bobbie Yokum, right,
practices hand signals prior to
uncoupling two cars. The
group pictured below, left provided the instruction for the
class, below right, as they absorbed the classroom lectures
provided during the sessions.

Bobbie Yokum photos

Class Instructors (L-R) Jim Baskin*, Mike Meyer, Heather
Miya*, Bruce Evans, Chris Baldo, Shane Grupp, Wes Brubacher, Clint Watkins*.
* California Western Instructors
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GREEK BLUE AND WHITE
THE STORY OF CHRIS NICOLOS
The Greatest Log Trucker of Them All
By Theron Brown and Chris Baldo

Company owned railroads were still moving most of the logs in the Redwood Region during the
World War II era when the trucking triumvirate of Joe Rossi, Roy Stoddard and Chris Nicolos arrived on
the scene in the Mendocino woods. Previous issues of the Roots Newsletter have presented the remarkable
sagas of both Rossi and Stoddard. In this article, the authors focus on Chris Nicolos, the son of a Greek
immigrant, who was to emerge as the largest independent log trucker in the world with a fleet of over 300
trucks. As Roots volunteers struggle daily to preserve the history of railroad logging, it might seem incongruous to honor a man who once stated his favorite hobby was “putting railroads out of business,” and
who was complicit in the closing of both Union Lumber Company’s Ten Mile branch railroad and Hammond Lumber Company’s railroad linking Somoa and Crannell. Men are a product of their times, and
Chris Nicolos provided a service second-to-none in a rapidly changing timber industry. His triumph of
Greek blue and white trucks that dominated the highways in Humboldt County and most of northern California is a testament to the personal attributes of the man, and the opportunities in America that the times
offered.
Ellis Island and the Statue of Liberty are a common thread in the family history for many in the redwood timber industry, as it was for Peter “Papa” Nicolos, a shepherd with a second grade education, who
departed Camari, Greece for America in March, 1900, at age 20. Over a six-year period, he gradually made
his way across the United States, working in a variety of jobs, from putting labels on ginger ale for 10 cents
an hour, to laboring for the Union Pacific, Rock Island and Southern Pacific Railroads. In 1906 he found
himself working for the Southern Pacific Railroad building road grade near Oroville, California, when he
ventured into business for himself with the purchase of a small restaurant. After selling his business, he
walked eastward through Big Bar, Whiskey Town, Quincy, Sloat, and finally to the small town of Clio, in
Plumas County, where he purchased another restaurant/bar, the Owl Saloon, complete with a live owl. The
The Owl Saloon, in Clio,
California,
owned by Papa Nicolos
Vivian Nicolos
collection.
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Business was highly successful, until most of the town of Clio burned to the ground in February, 1908, including the Owl Saloon. Being an institution vital to the community, the Feather River Lumber Company
and the Clio Lumber Company both fronted Papa Nicolos the materials to rebuild the saloon and build a
house on an adjacent lot. The business was up and running by 1909, and Papa Nicolos decided it was time
to get married. He returned to Greece and married the sister of another Greek, John Adams, who was working in Clio at the time. He arrived back in Clio with his new bride on December 1st, 1909, ending his
“honeymoon” which he called his return trip from Greece, via France, England and across America. The
three Nicolos boys were born in Clio, Chris on May 11, 1912. In 1916 Papa Nicolos sold his business in
Clio and moved his family to Portola, California. There he established a general store, a 22 room hotel, the
Plumas Steam Laundry, a service station, and a bar - essentially the town of Portola at the time. All three
boys finished high school in Portola, and at their father’s adamant urging, also attended business college.
Upon their return from college, all three boys worked in the family business until December, 1932, when
Papa Nicolos retired and gave the family business to his sons as a Christmas present.
The Nicolos family businesses were
vital services for the timber industry and
the working families that surrounded the
Portola area. The mixed conifer species of
the Sierra Nevada, and especially high
quality Ponderosa and Sugar pine, were in
demand and the first log trucks were beginning to be utilized to feed railroad reloads.
In 1943, when Chris was busy working at
his steam laundry, a young friend, Lloyd
Lowe, who was driving a truck for the
Feather River Lumber Company, convinced
Chris to try his hand a driving a log truck.
Under Lloyd’s tutelage, Chris learned to
become an excellent truck driver, a skill
that was to serve him well in later years.
Whether by some divine calling or other
means, Chris was convinced that trucking
logs was in his future and soon left the family business in Portola. In 1939, Chris purchased his own truck and began hauling for
a variety of customers in his area: Feather
River Lumber Company, Fruit Growers
Supply, and others. He remained a fast
friend of Lloyd Lowe, who by then had also
purchased his own trucks, and became
friends with another young gyppo trucker
working in the area, Joseph Rossi.
During World War II, Union Lumber Company in Fort Bragg, as well as most
other lumber companies, was facing severe
rationing of gasoline that was restricting
( continued page 11)

A proud Peter Nicolos (L), Gus, Christina, and Chris Nicolos,
(crying,) at their home in Clio, California, about 1912.

Vivian Nicolos collection
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The Nicolos family at the General Store in Portola, California, with Papa, Christina, and the three boys,
George, Chris and Gus. Nice bananas!

Vivian Nicolos collection
The Plumas Steam
Laundry in Portola, California,
owned by Peter
Nicolos. Chris
Nicolos was working at the steam
laundry when recruited to drive
trucks by Lloyd
Lowe in 1934.

Vivian Nicolos
collection
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Lloyd Lowe (on running board) watches the head loader remove the slings from the top log near Brownsville,
California. Note the single drive truck, and the door less cab for quick emergency exits.

Ron Lowe collection
Joe Rossi’s truck at near Susanville before he
and Chris Nicolos made the move to Union
Lumber Company in Fort Bragg.

Bob Rossi collection
log flow on the periphery of their existing logging railroad. The company utilized a ramshackle fleet of older gasoline powered International and Ford trucks to feed its railroad
reloads. Desperate for diesel powered trucks
that utilized a more plentiful fuel, Union Lumber Company put out the word that work was
available for gyppo diesel trucks in their redwood operations.
Chris Nicolos and Joe Rossi heard the call,
and decided to partner up and move their onetruck each trucking outfit to Fort Bragg, California. The two set up shop at the old Pea
Packing shed on West Pine, just north of the
California
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Western roundhouse, and hauled almost exclusively for Union Lumber Company to the Ten Mile reloads
for the duration of the war. While in Fort Bragg, Chris met his first wife, Elna Erickson, at a dance. She was
a telephone operator in Fort Bragg. During the war, Nicolos and Rossi befriended a young Union Lumber
Company employee working on the mill pond, Bud Eastman, who visited their shop and worked there as a
part time mechanic. When the war ended, Nicolos and Rossi decided to split up their business, and Chris
took his truck to Sisters, Oregon, to haul logs. Chris and Elna’s son, Tommy, was born in Sisters, and the
couple remained there for two years. Their return to Fort Bragg was via Portola, where Chris spent a short
time at his old haunts hauling for the Feather River Lumber Company. His friend from Fort Bragg, Bud
Eastman, came up to Portola to help with the driving chores. Chris and Elna’s daughter, Wendy, was born
in Fort Bragg on their return. Chris’ marriage to Elna would end a few years later in the 1950s.

MENDOCINO COUNTY
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Chris Nicolos’ two children, Tommy and Wendy, adorn the
hood of a Nicolos log truck about 1950.

Vivian Nicolos collection

A Chris Nicolos Peterbilt truck in the Paul
Bunyan parade, Fort Bragg’s annual Labor
Day celebration.

Ron Lowe collection

When Chris Nicolos returned to Fort Bragg in 1946, he became less dependent on Union Lumber
Company, and began hauling for Caspar Lumber Company south of Fort Bragg in Caspar, and the Rockport Redwood Company, north of Fort Bragg in Rockport. Chris’ knowledge of trucking and trucks was
respected by Union Lumber Company and he was often consulted by them on trucking matters. They
were, however, reluctant to have the butane powered Hall-Scotts haul for them, due to a previous butane
fire at Union Lumber Company. In addition, his good friend and associate, Bud Eastman, was just starting
his trucking business and was becoming one of Union Lumber Company’s main haulers. Chris wished to
avoid direct competition and chose other areas to focus his trucking energies.

Two of the Hall-Scott powered Peterbilts at
Westport, on their way to Paul Bunyan parade duty. Note the three log, peeled redwood
load. Driver was Lester Brown.

Theron Brown collection

His fleet of trucks began to grow, his first two
trucks being Peterbilts, numbered 38 and 39. He had a
maintenance shop in the old livestock barn at Caspar, and
before long had another shop at Rockport on the west side
of Cottoneva Creek by the old sawmill. When Joe Rossi
built his new shop on Stewart Street in Fort Bragg in 1949,
Nicolos took over the lease on the old Pea Shed shop on
Pine Street and closed his Caspar maintenance shop. With
the construction of the Masonite plant and the Hollowtree
Lumber Company sawmill in Ukiah in 1950 and the availability of trucking work in the inland valley, Nicolos also
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maintained a shop at the east end of Masonite Road, near the present day Agwood Lumber Company.
Chris’ old friend Lloyd Lowe came to Rockport to become the main truck boss for the operation. Lloyd
was one of those unique individuals that knew virtually everything about trucks and what they were capable of. He was also an excellent mechanic, welder and truck driver; a boss that could see through the dayto-day “B.S.” and get to the heart of things in a minute.

Folding reach invented by Lloyd Lowe, Sr.
in Portola.

Lloyd Lowe, Sr., and one of the drivers, standing beside a nice load of logs. Note the square
reach of the Fruehauf logging trailer.

Ron Lowe collection

Ron Lowe collection
In those days, being a truck owner or truck boss didn’t mean a corner office. It generally meant
long, hard days. It wasn’t unusual on a Monday, when some of the crew didn’t quite make it back to work
after a wild weekend, to find Chris and Lloyd, as well as some of the drivers taking the trucks out in the
woods, loading them, bringing them into the mill, parking them, and taking another truck out into the
woods while the shop crew unloaded the trucks for the next round. Dick Mall, Chris’ brother-in-law, was
the truck boss for the Caspar trucks; George Nicolos, Chris’ brother, ran the trucks in Ukiah.
Left-Chris Nicolos.
Right-Chris Nicolos standing
on a large load of logs. Note
the valves on the side of the
butane tank on the Hall-Scott
powered truck.

Both photos
Ron Lowe collection
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Chris’ Caspar trucks were generally an on-highway operation, and averaged about a dozen trucks,
two of which were lumber trucks. The Caspar trucks hauled for both Casper Lumber Company, and the Aborigine Lumber Company. Aborigine had several sawmills, with the main stud mill located just south of
Fort Bragg. Caspar had shut down their railroad in 1946 at the start of the Redwood Strike, and all log
transport after that date was done by truck. Caspar Lumber Company ceased operations in the fall of 1955.
When Caspar shut down, Nicolos increased his work with Union Lumber Company, but he primarily concentrated his efforts at Rockport and the Masonite Road in Ukiah. His last hauling project at Caspar was

In February, 1956, Union Lumber Company purchased the logs remaining in the mill pond and log deck at
Caspar after the mill shut down. The log deck was taken down with the Caspar decking machine and the logs
placed in the pond. The pond men moved the logs over to where the almost new P and H 555ATC, ULCO
#427 could reach them and load them on Chris Nicolos logging trucks for the trip to the mill at Fort Bragg.

City of Fort Bragg collection
actually for Union Lumber Company, which had purchased the remaining log inventory at Caspar after the
shutdown and transferred the logs to the sawmill in Fort Bragg.
The Masonite Road operation was primarily for Hollow Tree Lumber Company’s logging operation
that delivered grade logs to the Hollow Tree mill, and lesser quality logs to the Masonite plant to be converted into chips. The haul was off-highway on the Masonite private road system.
(continued page 17)
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Chris Nicolos’ Peterbilt being loaded by Union Lumber Company’s P and H at Caspar. They were loading and
hauling logs from the closed Caspar sawmill to the Union Lumber Company.

City of Fort Bragg collection

The steam donkey
which was used for unloading trucks and
decking logs at Caspar.

City of Fort Bragg
collection
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Loading logs at Caspar, February, 1956. Note the two men on the pond moving the logs up to the loader. The
City of Fort Bragg collection
skyline for decking logs passes overhead.

In 1953, Nicolos purchased the five Hall-Scott powered Peterbilts equipped with nine-foot bunks, as well
as a fleet of 12-foot bunk off-highway Peterbilts with 300 Cummins diesels from Arthur Siri’s Albion Lumber Company. Nicolos also partnered with Cedric Pickrell on a Hall-Scott powered International log truck
that Cedric operated in Gualala for a season before moving to the Masonite Road operation.
When Rockport Redwood company restarted operations in 1938 under new General Manager Bill
Lawson after a long depression-imposed shutdown, they opted to not restart their railroad operation. They
began moving logs from areas previously accessed by the railroad with a combination of Company trucks
and gyppo trucks. Rockport purchased two of the gasoline powered Internationals
(continued page 20)
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Chris Nicolos off highway truck powered by a 2-6 bits (Cummins 275), 12 foot bunks, loading under Hildebrand’s
P and H heel boom on the Masonite Road for Hollow Tree Lumber Company.

Jack Sweeley collection

Chris Nicolos Peterbilt on the Masonite Road.

Jack Sweeley collection
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Another Nicolos Hall-Scott Peterbilt — wrecked out at the ten mile post on the Masonite Road.

Jack Sweeley collection

Rockport about 1950. Company Store on the left, Hotel on the right. Steam on right is from the Lawson Flyer,
Bucyrus Erie crane is on left, sawmill is in the distance. The old logging railroad crossed the mill pond, passing
just south of the store.
Robert Parker collection
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Ex-Union Lumber Company International at work in Gulch 4 for Rockport Redwood Company. A fleet of
seven Internationals was purchased by Mendocino Lumber Company in 1937 to haul logs on Big River; later
acquired by ULCO.
Mendocino County Museum; Agrons collection

from Union Lumber Company which had been originally purchased for the Mendocino Lumber Company
operation. The gyppo trucks were a mixed fleet: one a gas powered White, one a V-8 Ford, and one that operated a new Peterbilt powered by a gasoline engine. As with Union Lumber Company, the war effort
brought an increased demand for lumber products at Rockport. Gasoline shortages made diesel trucks a necessity, with the added benefit that the diesel was proving itself as a workhorse as the Company moved into
more rugged terrain where railroads were unable to reach. Willig Trucking came on scene with diesel powRockport Redwood Company
lumber truck gets a load of
redwood lumber bound for
Rockport Redwood’s Cloverdale plant.

Theron Brown collection
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Peterbilts. Willig built a shop at Juan Creek, and its trucks hauled for the mills at both Juan Creek and
Rockport. Willig Trucking was later to become a highly successful common carrier of freight in the western
United States.

Willig Trucking was one of the first truckers equipped with diesel engines to haul for Rockport Redwood CompaTheron Brown collection
ny after the mill reopened in 1938.

Rockport was doing its own logging, and purchased a new Caterpillar with a unique design, being
equipped with a double drum winch and a blade. The standard setup would have been a Caterpillar with a
double drum winch and no blade, or a single drum winch and a blade. The tractor was delivered via the California Western Railroad, and was hauled as far as possible into the ULCO Ten Mile woods via their railroad . It was then unloaded and walked overland to Rockport. When the Caterpillar got to Rockport, the
first stop was at the machine shop. It created plenty of excitement there when it fell through the decking at
the shop into the mill pond! It was fished out of the pond and put to work logging in Gulch 4.
Rockport continued to have its own logging crews. They eventually purchased two Washington diesel powered torque converter equipped yarders or “torques”, some Caterpillar D-8s, D-7s, and International
TD-24s. Rockport had one crawler crane-style loading machine, Chris Nicolos had a PC 100 loading machine, and the rest of the logging sides loaded under a high pole using a double drum. Trucks delivered logs
primarily to the Rockport sawmill. They also delivered logs to half a dozen or so independent mills along
Hollow Tree Creek and hauled logs to the decking area near the mouth of Kimball Gulch. One of the torques was set up there and they decked the canyon full of peeler quality fir logs. These logs would be sold to
either Pacific Coast Company’s veneer plant at Leggett or to Durable Plywood in Calpella.
When the logs arrived at the mill, most were dumped into the pond. The “sinker” logs were lifted
off by the Lawson Flyer and decked along the edge of the northwest side of the pond. (continued page 26)
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The list below correlates the points shown on the map on the facing page.

Rockport Redwood
Company lumber
truck gets a load of
redwood timber
bound for Rockport
Redwood’s Cloverdale
plant.

Theron Brown
collection
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An International TD-24
skids a dandy
redwood log to
the landing,
while a Chris
Nicolos truck
prepares to get
a load under a
high pole in the
Union Lumber
Company Ten
Mile woods.

Leonard Letner
collection
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Rockport Redwood D-8 14A Tractor comes in with a skid of logs. Tractor operator was Bud Lancaster.

Lester Brown collection

Truck #87, a Hall-Scott powered Peterbilt with 10 foot bunks, receiving a load under the Earwig.

Lester Brown collection
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Rockport also had a Bucyrus Erie crane, powered by an Atlas Imperial engine, with which they decked
logs along Cottoneva Creek, just east of Highway 1.
The war years brought a need for an increased supply of logs. The Shannons, Ted and Howard,
came to Rockport as contract loggers. Ted Shannon had previously been in charge of Cats for Hammond
Lumber Company. Ted logged with a Cat Diesel 75 and three slide-bar Caterpillar D-8s. Ted Shannon’s
logging crew also leveled the site at Hales Grove for the new Hollow Tree Lumber Company sawmill, and
built a log pond for Perry’s Mill at Bond Creek. Bob Shannon worked for Rockport as the Road Boss and
ran the road crew.
Left—The rigging crew plays
with the rigging from the Rockport Flyer as a Nicolos truck prepares to unload at the Rockport
Redwood mill.

Vivian Nicolos collection

Below — One two hundred Cummins and four Hall-Scotts lined
up at Rockport.

Ron Lowe collection
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Chris Nicolos had a fleet of ten off-highway trucks at Rockport, hauling on the private Rockport
road system. The trucks were mostly equipped with nine and ten foot bunks. Twelve foot bunks were tried,
but they proved too much truck for the design of the road system. The trucks at Rockport were powered by
Hall-Scott butane 1091 or 400 engines, nicknamed “Flame Throwers”. They had a 5 3/4 inch bore with a 7
inch stroke. The engines delivered 1000 ft. lbs. of torque at 1200 RPM, which represented a challenge for
the truck driver as the transmissions on the trucks were only rated at 700 ft. lbs. of torque. The engines had
dual ignition, and even after Lloyd Lowe designed a tester to synchronize the ignition, they still got about
three miles per gallon. Chris had a 10,000 gallon butane tank located just north of the Rockport office, and
butane was delivered there for eleven cents per gallon. Although the Hall-Scotts produced a much different
sound than the melodic Cummins 2-6 bits, the noise that the Hall-Scotts made coming downhill on compression was one you would never forget. When the trucks pulled out of Westport with Hall-Scott engines,
they would make the windows in the town sing from the vibration.
Herkie McClain and
Lester Brown standing
in front of #65 at
Rockport. It was
equipped with 9 foot
bunks, Williams Water
Works 5 speed main
box and a Hall-Scott
engine with a progressive brownie.

Lester Brown
collection

Nicolos’ Logging PC
100 operated by Harry
Capels and Gene Lowe
at Rockport. There is
no explanation for the
unique spelling of Chris
Nicolos’ name.

Lester Brown
collection
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A Nicolos International prepares to get a load. Note the Williams Waterworks tank behind the cab.

Lester Brown collection
Due to the terrain, the trucks at Rockport
rarely got out of third gear. Any time they went
out of Rockport, it required climbing a steep
hill; and when they came back, it was a very
steep decline on the way back down to the mill.
The two main roads coming down to Cottoneva
Creek, Slaughter House Grade and Kimball
Grade, were a constant challenge for the drivers
to keep things under control. The trucks had
gravity water on the trailers. The ones with 200
or 275 Cummins had hydrotarders. The HallScotts relied on compression only. When the
Williams Pressure Waterworks became available, they were used on all the trucks, with the
exception of a couple of the Hall-Scott powered
highway trucks.
The Rockport truck shop was subject to
periodic flooding by Cottoneva Creek, and the
shop suffered major damage in the winter of
1951. Many of the better trucks were saved by

Logging and trucking were dangerous
occupations. Rockport #47, wrecked
in the head of Kimball Gulch. Driver
received minor injuries.

Lester Brown
collection.
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moving them to higher ground, but the waters engulfed some of the older trucks and many of the supplies in
the shop. It took months to restore the Rockport operation to full strength.
By 1952, Chris Nicolos Trucking had 40 employees. Chris was never a big fan of lumber trucks, but
for most of the time that he operated on the Mendocino Coast, he had two of them. One of the trucks was
used to haul lumber from the small independent mills in the back of Rockport to the Fred C. Holmes Lumber Company and reload in Fort Bragg. The small mills did not have forklifts for loading, and the lumber
was stacked on jacks. The normal loading procedure for loading lumber off the jacks was quite time consuming. The driver pulled into the yard, unhooked from his trailer, then backed the truck under the units of
lumber, which were up on jacks. He then pulled the truck over near the trailer and rolled the lumber from
the truck onto the trailer. The driver then backed his truck under two more units of lumber, secured his load
and was ready to depart. The sawmill lumber detail was assigned to Egbert “Speedo” Williams, because of
his uncanny skill in being able to back the truck and trailer under the jacks to load, thereby eliminating the
necessity to transfer the lumber from truck to trailer.
Tragedy struck the Nicolos operation in February, 1953, when the truck shop at the Pea Shed in Fort
Bragg burned to the ground. The company lost all the shop tools, equipment and supplies, one log truck and
one lumber truck. Chris moved into a Quonset hut on the Noyo River flat for a short time, and then moved
back to Caspar. When Caspar Lumber Company closed in 1955, he built a small shop and grease rack on
the north end of Franklin Street, just east of the current location of the Caltrans shop.
Chris’ truck of choice throughout the years was always a Peterbilt. He had a close working relationship with the Peterbilt Company, and when Peterbilt would repossess or take trucks in on trade, , Chris
would often take them and put them to work. One of these groups of trucks became rather unique to the
Nicolos operation, in that they were Mack, Model LJs, and had Cummins 200 HP engines, Mack duplex
main boxes, three-speed Brownies, and Mack rear ends. When the Mack cabs didn’t hold up to the coastal
climate, Chris made a deal with Peterbilt to take the Macks to the factory in Oakland, where Peterbilt
mounted new Peterbilt cabs on the Macks. This gave the trucks a setback front axle appearance, and they
were soon named “Petermacks” by the drivers. On another occasion, the Peterbilt Company had run out of
options trying to re-possess five trucks in remote Hoopa, California. Nicolos arrived to find he and his crew

Chris Nicolos’ “Petermack”, getting a load of logs under the P and H at Caspar. Highway 1 crosses Caspar
Creek, with the idled Caspar Lumber Company sawmill in the distance.

City of Fort Bragg collection
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staring down the barrel of a shotgun wielded by the disgruntled trucker. No doubt feeling some sympathy
for the trucker, Chris was able to defuse the situation, and the trucks were soon on their way to Fort Bragg.
Chris Nicolos’ good fortune at the Peterbilt Company was not limited to trucks. His many dealings
with the company introduced him to a young lady, Vivian Burgat, who at the time was the Secretary to the
President of the Peterbilt Company. The two were married in 1956. Vivian remained a pillar of strength and
support for Chris Nicolos throughout the many trials and tribulations that were to challenge his business
over the years, and also one with which he was able to enjoy the many good times that his successful business produced.
As mentioned earlier, Chris’ first two Peterbilts were numbered 38 and 39. He gave #38 to his
brother , Gus. It was made into a water truck, and was driven by Gus’s son, Peter. Chris took truck #39 and
made it into a lumber truck, which Bud Eastman drove. Bud would start his career primarily hauling lumber, and later moved into the logging and log hauling business.
In Rockport, in addition to the trucking operation, Chris also had a logging side and did road
maintenance. The Rockport/Nicolos road maintenance operation consisted of a water truck and road grader.
In addition, he employed a gentleman known in local circles as Squealing Charlie, due to his uniquely highpitched voice. Charlie walked the Rockport roads with a pick and shovel and a wheelbarrow. He would load
his wheelbarrow off of the bank or berm, and shovel the potholes full. At the end of the day, he would park
his wheelbarrow, put his shovel in the ditch, and then catch a ride with a truck back into town. The next
morning he would catch a ride with a truck back out to his wheelbarrow and shovel and continue with his
road patching.

Chris Nicolos’ first lumber truck, driven by Bud Eastman, at Caspar. L to R: Bill Nolan, Roy Roach, Chris
Lawrence Filosi photo
Nicolos, Bud Eastman, Lawrence Filosi and Dave Stauer.
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During the mid-1950s the State of California was doing some re-alignment and construction on
State Highway 1, south of Rockport at Juan Creek. Rockport Redwood was awarded a contract to perform
the roadwork. Chris Nicolos incorporated his business as Redwood Construction Company and utilized his
logging equipment and road maintenance equipment to complete the southern half of the contract area for
Rockport Redwood. Chris would continue to operate his trucking business under the Redwood Construction Company banner for the rest of his career, although this short stint at Juan Creek was the extent of his
construction work.
A downturn in the lumber market in the mid-1950s was being strongly felt at Rockport Redwood.
Manager Bill Lawson left Rockport for Simpson Timber Company in 1953. Rockport shut down their
gang mill in the fall of 1956, and their large log mill in the fall of 1957. Chris made the decision to move
his operations from Fort Bragg to Eureka in the winter of 1957. He sold five of his trucks to Bud Eastman.
Hank Dahl and some of the other drivers stayed with their trucks at Bud Eastman’s. Lloyd Lowe, Lester
Brown, Smokey Aldrich, Warren Barnett, George Nicolos, Dick Mall, Elmer Dahl and Claire Smallwood
worked together to move the 18 trucks and associated equipment to Eureka. The off-highway trucks were
moved to Korbel, and the highway trucks were moved to Jacobs Avenue, just north of Eureka, where Redwood Kenworth is presently located.
After the move, George Nicolos continued to take care of the trucks in Ukiah on the Masonite
Road until that operation ended. Chris then gave George Truck #22, and George became a gyppo hauler in
the Ukiah area, first hauling logs, and then hauling hot oil for ABSCO and Parnum Paving in Ukiah. Dick
Mall stayed on in Eureka as the truck boss; Dick’s son, Richard, became the service and tire man. Chris’
son, Tommy, began driving trucks. Warren Barnett, Smokey Aldrich and Peppy Smallwood also stayed on
as drivers; Archie Tyson and Elmer Dahl stayed as mechanics. Chris soon had operations at Korbel for
Simpson Timber Company, trucks at Jacobs Avenue in Eureka for a variety of customers including

A late model Redwood Construction Company Peterbilt, loads under ULCO TL15 #424 in May of 1957 at
City of Fort Bragg collection
Usal, California.
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Pacific’s Van Duzen operations, five off-highway trucks at Carlotta and two off-highway trucks at Big Lagoon, all for Georgia Pacific. The move to Humboldt County was a difficult one made at a difficult time in
the industry. Keeping trucks busy was a constant challenge, and Chris had to deal with the initial rash of
resentment within the resident trucking industry against the newcomer on the block that threatened their
livelihood. Trucking in Humboldt County was a test in starvation and tenacity for Chris and Vivian Nicolos
in their first years. His remarkable steel was tested on September 24, 1959, when his off-highway HallScott powered truck fleet at Korbel was crippled by a tremendous butane explosion. Miraculously, nobody
was killed or hurt when a hose from the re-fueling truck failed, causing a fire and resultant explosion. The
1000 gallon tank on the fuel truck exploded, and ended up 1/4 mile away from the truck frame. Two log
trucks were destroyed, and the remaining trucks were riddled with the shrapnel and needed major rebuilding.
The landscape of the timber industry in Humboldt County was changing rapidly in the mid to late
1950s, and where there are changes, new opportunities are created. Georgia Pacific Corporation purchased
the Hammond Lumber Company holdings in the late fall of 1956, with its main sawmill operations on the
Samoa Peninsula, and a logging railroad, the Humboldt Northern, that served its 137,000 acres of prime
redwood timberland to the north at Crannell and Big Lagoon. Holmes Eureka Timber Company was in the
process of selling its sawmill in Eureka and timberland on the Van Duzen River to the Pacific Lumber
Company in 1958. Simpson Timber Company was actively expanding its California holdings with the
1956 acquisition of Northern Redwood Lumber Company, headquartered in Korbel, as well as the Sage
Land and Improvement holdings at Klamath and the M & M Woodworking holdings in Humboldt and
Mendocino Counties.
While Chris was struggling to keep his truck busy out of the Jacobs Avenue shop and keep his offhighway customers happy, he focused his energy on convincing the managers at Georgia Pacific in Samoa
that the logs from Big Lagoon could be transported more efficiently and more economically by truck than
by Hammond’s old Humboldt Northern Railroad system. Working in Nicolos’ favor was the fact that the
resident General Manager of Georgia Pacific was his old friend, Bill Lawson, the former General Manager
at Rockport Redwood. Lawson had left Rockport to work for Simpson Timber Company, and then moved
to Holmes Eureka Lumber Company. With the Pacific Lumber Company purchase of Holmes Eureka in
1958, Bill Lawson found a new position managing Georgia Pacific’s acquisition of Hammond holdings.
Lawson was skeptical that Nicolos, or any trucker, would have the capacity to move the volume of logs currently transported by the railroad and reload system in place.
In addition to Chris’ ability to manage his business and provide a consistent service, his other great
attribute was that he was engaging, convincing and sincere in his dealings with people, from truck drivers to
company executives. Though Lawson remained somewhat skeptical, Nicolos had some allies at Georgia
Pacific that were convinced that the system would work, including Earl Shipley, the Timberlands and Production Manager, second in command to Lawson. In 1962, Lawson sent Casey Casabier to prepare a fouracre rocked cold deck and sorting area, while Elmo Prather took charge of preparing the decking area in
Samoa. Georgia Pacific stopped operating their Humboldt Northern Railroad in 1961, but did not start to
pull the steel until 1963, an insurance policy in case the trucking program went awry.
To have any chance to perform the Georgia Pacific log haul as promised, Chris Nicolos knew he
had to replace his aging highway truck fleet that he had brought with him from Fort Bragg and Rockport. In
1960 he traded in his old trucks and took possession of 16 new Autocars, equipped with 220 Cummins diesels. He also arranged to move his truck shop from the Jacobs Avenue location to the old Hammond roundhouse, which is just below the present Samoa Cookhouse on the Samoa Peninsula. The Redwood Construction trucks started running night and day to move the logs from Big Lagoon. The timber was large, and
Redwood Construction trucks were not equipped with anything but cheese blocks until the new round of
Peterbilts with stakes arrived in 1968.
In 1962, a young driver that had been driving off-highway log trucks for Pacific Lumber Company
approached Dick Mall, the Redwood Construction Truck Boss at the roundhouse shop, looking for a job.
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The head loader directs the operator of a Cat mounted double-drum loading redwood with slings on a Redwood
Vivian Nicolos collection
Construction Autocar in 1960.

The Redwood Construction fleet at the old Hammond Roundhouse Shop in 1963. First two trucks are Peterbilts,
the balance in the background are Autocars. Most of the trucks are red or yellow, before the Greek blue & white
scheme was adopted for new trucks in 1965.
Vivian Nicolos collection
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Redwood Construction fleet at the Hammond Roundhouse Shop, 1963. Note the Georgia Pacific caboose, idled
when Georgia Pacific shut down their Humboldt Northern railroad and switched to trucks.

Vivian Nicolos collection

The reach is shortened up as far as it can go on this Redwood Construction Peterbilt to haul this huge redwood
Vivian Nicolos collection
log.
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A White Freightliner mule train with cheese blocks was a rare sight at Redwood Construction; shown here unloading at the Georgia Pacific log yard with Truck Boss Dick Mall, on the right.

Vivian Nicolos collection
Chris Nicolos’
new Autocar,
1963. One of
two white
trucks purchased in
1963 from a
McKinleyville
dealership
before the
large order of
yellow trucks
arrived in
1964. Driven
by Sam
Brown.

Sam Brown
collection
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As luck would have it, the night shift was a driver short that evening, and Jim Cyphers climbed into the cab
of his first Redwood Construction truck. As he made his loops to Big Lagoon that night, Jim did not know
if he would have work the following night, let alone know that he would become the manager of Redwood
Construction Company, and the largest log truck fleet in the world.
Redwood Construction began a program of expansion to keep pace with the demand for log flow
that would continue for nearly two decades. Always partial to Peterbilts, Nicolos purchased 13 Peterbilts
before purchasing a second round of Autocars in 1964, equipped with the Cummins 250 diesel. These Autocars arrived in Eureka on 89 foot flatcars on the Northwestern Pacific Railroad from the factory in Exton,
Pennsylvania. The 1964 purchase of Autocars was split between Redwood Construction Company, and a
new company, VICA Trucking, which was a partnership between Chris Nicolos and Red Emmerson of
R.H. Emmerson & Son, later Sierra Pacific Industries.

A Redwood Construction Autocar loaded with redwood pulls into the Georgia Pacific log deck in Samoa in1963.

Vivian Nicolos collection

The VICA truck fleet at Samoa in 1964, with ten Autocars and two Peterbilts. VICA was a partnership of Chris
Nicolos and Red Emmerson.

Vivian Nicolos collection
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The name was chosen by Vivian Nicolos, the first letter of the partners and their wives first names: Vivian
Nicolos, Ida Emmerson, Chris Nicolos, and Archibald “Red” Emmerson. The Redwood Construction shop
foreman, Vic Baccaria, left Redwood Construction to become the truck boss for VICA Trucking. The two
shops were located directly across Samoa Road from each other, and it was common for a VICA truck to
find its way into the Redwood Construction shop for repairs. In addition to the VICA partnership, Nicolos
also formed a partnership with Sam Witzel, a bookkeeper with the R.H. Emmerson sawmill, to form Nic &
Wit Trucking. The company had one truck which hauled lumber from a small mill on the Klamath River
below Weitchpec at Peewan to the Emmerson mill.

A Redwood Construction Peterbilt loads at Georgia Pacific’s log deck on the Van Duzen River.

Marvin Stockle collection
A Redwood
Construction
Autocar,
equipped with
a Williams
Water Works
tank behind
the cab, sags
under the
weight of a
mammoth
redwood log
at Samoa.
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In 1964, Redwood Construction had grown to a fleet of 35 trucks, 21 Autocars, 1 Freightliner, and
13 Peterbilts. The log trailers were a mixed bag of General, Page, Peerless and Pierce. This would later be
standardized to Redwood Construction trucks only pulling Peerless Roadrunner log dollies or Reliance
short logger equipment. The new trucks came equipped with the new Jacob’s brake. Nicolos also secured a
contract in 1964 to begin stockpiling chips for the new Georgia Pacific pulp mill under construction in Samoa, due to open in 1965. Redwood Construction purchased two trucks and two 40’ chip trailers for the
haul. On March 28, 1964, the Nicolos’ were awakened at midnight with the word that a tsunami was predicted to reach land, and that the low-lying areas at Samoa were threatened. Chris and a few of his drivers
frantically moved much of their fleet to a high knoll, while Vivian tried to corral their horses at Samoa and
move them to higher ground. The tsunami had little impact at Samoa, but had a devastating impact to the
north at Crescent City, killing 11 people and destroying much of the city.
In 1966, Chris’ Truck Boss, Dick Mall, passed away, leaving a major void in the organization and
operation of the company. Chris convinced his old friend in Fort Bragg, Lloyd Lowe, to move up to Arcata
and assume the responsibilities of second in command. It was apparent to Chris and Lloyd that the facilities
at the old Hammond roundhouse were becoming inadequate for the scale of the Redwood Construction operation. They began the construction of a new shop on Samoa Road, directly opposite the R.H. Emmerson
& Son sawmill. The new shop was 15,000 square feet on seven acres, and was equipped with eight drivethrough bays to service trucks.
The new shop was opened for business in August, 1968. Redwood Construction had grown to 105
(continued page 41)

A load of chips is dumped at the new Georgia Pacific pulp plant at Samoa.
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A Redwood
Construction Peterbilt
pulls under the
chip bin
at the Pacific Lumber Company mill
at Scotia,
California.

Marvin
Stockle
collection

When Lloyd Lowe left Fort Bragg to become the Truck Boss for Nicolos in 1966, his son, Ronnie, continued on in the trucking business in Mendocino County. Here, Ron Lowe’s 1951 Diamond T pulls out of the
Weger Ranch on Orr Springs Road.
Ron Lowe collection
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Redwood Construction Company truck shop looking north at Samoa; R.H. Emmerson & Son sawmill (later Sierra Pacific Industries) in the distance. Northwestern Pacific Railroad skirts the shore of Humboldt Bay leading to
the Georgia Pacific plant to the south.
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Chris Nicolos in his uncluttered office at the dedication of his new shop at Samoa in 1968.
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log and chip trucks, with a crew of 16 mechanics working in the shop. Lloyd Lowe selected Jim Cyphers to
move from a driving position to the important position of Dispatcher for the 105 trucks. The 20 new Peterbilts received in 1968 were the first trucks that Redwood Construction ordered to be equipped with stakes,
ending a remarkable era of cheese block only trucks.
The only consistent thing in the redwood lumber industry is change, and 1968 witnessed more than
its share. Georgia Pacific began the process in 1967 with the purchase of Rounds and Kilpatrick’s remanufacturing facility at Asti, California, by all accounts to acquire the services of a promising lumberman, Harry Merlo. Georgia Pacific followed up this purchase in 1968 with the purchase of the Rockport Redwood
timberlands, as well as the acquisition of Crawford Lumber Company. The Crawford purchase added a tremendous number of sawmills to their system: Dinsmore, Alderpoint, Ukiah, Potter Valley, Covelo and
Feather Falls. Harry Merlo was already working to increase the log export business for Georgia Pacific. The
new shop at Redwood Construction would soon be stretched to capacity as the company attempted to meet
the increased demand for moving logs. When Georgia Pacific purchased the former Union Lumber Company plant in Fort Bragg from Boise Cascade in 1972, the Federal Government was convinced that Georgia
Pacific controlled too large a percentage of the redwood market. The assets of the corporation were split
between Georgia Pacific and Louisiana Pacific, with Louisiana Pacific assuming ownership of most of the
Humboldt County timberlands and production facilities under the direction of Harry Merlo.
One of Chris Nicolos’ loves was playing golf. He was a member of the Baywood Country Club at
Arcata, the Beau Pre Country Club at McKinleyville, and the Redwood Empire Country Club in Fortuna.
Chris would begin to spend more time away from the company, playing golf, cards, and just spending time
with friends, and entrust more of the decision-making responsibilities to his manager, Lloyd Lowe, and the
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dispatcher, Jim Cyphers. Chris and four partners became interested in a small 3-hole golf course on the Graham Ranch in Willow Creek, California. He and his partners decided to invest in the course to increase it to
a full nine holes, and subsequently build a 160-lot subdivision adjacent to the course. Chris choose his chip
truck manager, Marvin Stockle, to oversee the project. Before long, the magnitude of the project and the
demand for capital investment soured the other partners on the project, and Chris went at the project alone.

Sasquatch is rumored to inhabit the rugged mist-filled Trinity River canyon, the site of Chris Nicolos’ Big Foot
Country Club at Willow Creek, California.
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It was common for Redwood Construction resources of all kinds to be tapped during the development of the
project. The project was named the Big Foot Country Club, in honor of the mythical (or were they real?)
inhabitants of the rugged mountain country between the Trinity and Klamath Rivers. Marvin oversaw the
construction of the entire project, utilities and other infrastructure, every tree, and every sand trap, renovating the old barn and milk house into the Pro Shop and Restaurant. Chris Nicolos eventually sold the Big
Foot Country Club in 1978.
Besides golf and country club life, Chris enjoyed other hobbies. Chris and Vivian enjoyed horseback riding, and spent many hours riding along ocean beaches on the Samoa Peninsula. Chris enjoyed
working on and driving the antique cars in his collection. He owned an award winning 1914 Model T Roadster and a 1926 Model T Touring Car. Chris and Vivian occasionally went on long tours with other antique
car owners, such as one visit to Reno to visit the Harrah Ford collection. Chris also owned a 1930s era
Mack Truck that he kept at the company’s shop, which was near and dear to his heart because it was the
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same model as the first truck he ever drove in Portola in 1934. Chris also enjoyed hunting and fishing
trips, especially when they involved a chance to spend time with friends and associates. The Nicolos’
were always good friends with their neighbors on the Samoa Road, Curly and Orvamae Emmerson
and Red and Ida Emmerson, and they ventured off together on several hunting trips.

Chris Nicolos at his Arcata, California, home, with his
1926 Ford Model T Touring Car.
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Lloyd Lowe and Chris Nicolos (driving) at the Big
Foot Golf Course.
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Left— Lloyd Lowe, Sr.,
(L), and Chris Nicolos
with a day’s catch of
salmon from Mendocino
Bay. In later years, Chris
remembered the salmon
fishing on Mendocino Bay
as “some of his best
days.”
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Right— Chris Nicolos
with his antique 1930s
era bulldog Mack truck.
He purchased the truck in
Arcata for restoration,
since it matched the first
truck he drove in Portola
in 1934.
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Raleigh Humes
“Curly” Emmerson, owner of
R.H. Emmerson
& Son, a good
friend and hunting partner of
Chris Nicolos, in
the snow at Vermejo, New Mexico.
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For some, success breeds resentment, and 1969 brought a foreboding mood of unrest and discontentment, especially among the younger new-hire drivers as Redwood Construction struggled to keep pace
with the increased demands for their services. The size of the operation also made the company an inviting
target for the Teamsters Union and the Operating Engineers. In early 1970, the Teamsters Union received
enough employee votes among the drivers to certify the union, and negotiations began between the Teamsters and Redwood Construction on a contract. The Operating Engineers also received enough votes among
the mechanics to certify that trade. Negotiations on the contract continued throughout the busy summer as
ill-will and frustration with the slow process continued to build. In November, 1970, the Teamsters called a
strike and many of the drivers and mechanics walked off the job. Still under contract to Georgia Pacific, the
company utilized management personnel and sympathetic non-striking drivers to keep logs moving. For
protection, 40 truck convoys would leave the Samoa yard together, arrive and load at Big Lagoon as a
group, and return to the Samoa mill or one of the other Georgia Pacific facilities. Eventually, Chris needed
more trucking capacity to fulfill his contract obligations with Georgia Pacific, and Redwood Construction
signed a contract with the Teamsters and Operating Engineers.
The effect of the strike was felt in many areas. The management of Redwood Construction felt the
contract was overly restrictive in its ability to offer competitive trucking services. In 1970, Lloyd Lowe, the
General Manager of Redwood Construction and Chris’ close friend, suffered a massive heart attack and
died, which many felt was stress related due to the labor turmoil. Chris Nicolos’ personal doctor demanded
that Chris take leave of the Eureka area for a significant time as his overall physical health was suffering
(continued page 46)
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A successful hunting trip in anyone's book. Elk and deer in Vermejo, New Mexico. L/R: Francis “Moose” and
Minette Mathews, Curly and Orvamae Emmerson, Archie “Red” and Ida Emmerson, Vivian and Chris Nicolos,
John and Dorothy Crook.
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A narrow nose
Peterbilt, Redwood Construction truck #27,
with a nice redwood load in
1970.

Ron Lowe
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from the stress. Jim Cypers took over the General Manager duties for Redwood Construction and skillfully
guided the negotiations for the renewal of the three-year Teamsters contract. In 1973, a new contract was
signed with the Union that the company felt was more balanced in its requirements. In 1975, the Redwood
Construction employees voted to de-certify the union, and the company was no longer a union shop. With
the de-certification vote of the drivers, the Operating Engineers soon left the shop.
When Chris and Vivian departed Arcata for their six-week escape over Christmas, 1970,
from the pressure cooker environment that surrounded their business, they first visited Yuma, Arizona, before driving to Palm Springs, California. While in Palm Springs, they visited the home of an acquaintance
from Georgia Pacific at La Quinta. At that time, the La Quinta Golf Course and community surrounding the
golf course were relatively new, and Chris decided that the relaxed lifestyle and the beauty of the desert at
La Quinta was an ideal outlet from the pressures of his trucking business. The death of his good friend
Lloyd Lowe seemed to have a profound effect on Chris, and he vowed to make the lifestyle and business
changes that would permit visits to La Quinta for significant parts of the year. The Nicolos’ first purchased
a condominium and a membership in the golf course, and later purchased a home. Before too long, the
Nicolos’ would spend the six summer months at their home in Arcata and six winter months in the desert at
La Quinta.
Even in the midst of their labor issues, Redwood Construction Company continued to grow to meet
the growing demands under General Manager Jim Cypers. Georgia Pacific was shipping three shiploads of
export logs per week from the docks in Humboldt Bay, which added to the pressure to keep the sawmills
supplied with logs. Georgia Pacific supplied between 80 and 85% of the Redwood Construction business,
with Cal Pacific another steady customer. Redwood Construction would still supply trucks to nearly any
company or gyppo logger in the area that was short on trucks, and built a great reputation for service to its
customers.
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The winners of the Roadrunner Tournament at the La Quinta Country Club, 1973. John Peters (L), and Chris
Vivian Nicolos collection
Nicolos.
A massive redwood log
is unloaded off a Redwood Construction
mule train at the Pacific Lumber Company
mill in Scotia with an
equally huge set of log
grapplers. The log
dump was set up to unload both trucks and
railcars.
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By the fall of 1972, the fleet had grown to 161 trucks, all Peterbilts with the exception of 25 new Macks
delivered in 1972. The new Macks were Model RL795 LSTs, equipped with Mack Maxidyne V-8 engines,
Maxitorque 10 speed transmissions, Mack’s Dynatard Engine Brake, Mack SWH573 44,000 lb. rear axles
with Hendrickson Suspension, and Peerless Roadrunner trailers. All the trucks in the fleet were 1967 or
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newer, with the trucks averaging 325 miles /day each, the fleet traveling 5 million miles per year, and hauling 600 million board feet of logs each year. Glenn Legg was the dispatcher for the 146 log trucks; Sam

Redwood Construction broke their Peterbilt tradition, and purchased 25 Mack trucks in 1972. Redwood Construction was lass than thrilled with the Mack’s performance, and they were traded in at the first opportunity.

Jim Cypers collection

Redwood Construction’s high-cube shavings truck and trailer. Planar shavings are light for their volume, and
Jim Cypers collection
required this high cubic capacity set-up from Peerless to reach weight.
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Brown was the dispatcher for the 15 chip trucks. Don Gamble was the Manager of maintenance with a staff
of 22 mechanics. The Georgia Pacific purchase of the Crawford mills encouraged Redwood Construction to
develop satellite truck shops closer to working circles of the mills. The Dinsmore shop, managed by Jack
Kramer, operated 15-20 trucks; the Alderpoint shop, managed by Kenny Poole, operated 20 trucks; Dale
Boudro managed the shop in Hoopa with 20-30 trucks, with Dean Holt managing the Big Lagoon operation.
The national fuel shortage in 1972 restricted access to competing suppliers of fuel, and for a company growing at the rate of Redwood Construction, adequate fuel supplies were critical. Redwood Construction was already consuming three truck and trailer loads of diesel fuel each day. New trucking companies
were not encumbered by the restrictions. With the impending arrival of the largest new truck order yet of 60
new Peterbilts in 1973, Redwood Construction decided to form a new company, Royal Sierra Trucking,
which freed them from the existing fuel restrictions. Royal Sierra operated as a division of Redwood Construction primarily in the eastern portion of their range, with operations in Klamath Falls, Oregon, for
The Royal Sierra Division of Redwood
Construction was created during the fuel
shortage of 1972. The
trucks were already
on order, and the traditional white portion
of the cab was simply
replaced with black.
The trucks were headquartered in the Redding area.

Jim Cypers collection

Weyerhauser, Anderson, Burney and Placerville. Dale Boudro became the manager for the Royal Sierra
trucks. Since the trucks were already ordered, the paint scheme was simply altered, leaving the Greek blue
portions of the trucks the same, and changing the white areas to black. The new Peterbilts were Model
359s, equipped with 8V71T GM diesels, Spicer Twin Countershaft 1253 Main Transmissions, Spicer 1241
Auxiliary Transmissions, and Rockwell SSHD rear ends.
By 1974, Redwood Construction had grown to 256 log trucks and 15 chip trucks, and was logging
10 million truck miles per year. Many of the trucks were equipped with the new 350 HP turbo-charged
8V-71T engines, and manufacturers sought out Redwood Construction to help test new engines, such as
the Detroit 8V-92 and the Caterpillar 3406. The shop boasted 28 mechanics and the adjacent Company’s
recap shop was putting out 5,000 recaps per year. Glen Legg was moved up to Safety Director, and his
position as Dispatcher was taken by Jay Mitchell. Keeping track of the far-flung divisions was a constant
challenge, and the Company ordered a new Cessna 310 twin-engine airplane. The plane enabled Jim
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Cypers, Glen Legg and others in the company to be at any of the divisions in a matter of minutes rather than
hours or days. The plane also effectively shortened the distance between Samoa and La Quinta, allowing
Chris the opportunity to get to Humboldt County rapidly for important meetings and events during the winter months. Chris’s management style was to allow his chosen managers operate without outside interfer-

Redwood Construction’s first airplane, a Cessna 310 in 1975. The CV in the plane’s ID# N310CV was in honor of
Jim Cypers collection
Chris and Vivian Nicolos.

ence, a freedom that his people appreciated and respected. All of his people would work overtime solving
problems, rather than be the one to summon Chris up from La Quinta, especially as Chris’ health started to
decline. Redwood Construction replaced the Cessna 310 with a Cessna 340 in 1977, which offered more
passenger space and a pressurized cabin.
Adding to his far-flung trucking empire, Chris Nicolos was also involved in two mining operations
on the Modoc plateau in northern California. The first was a decorative volcanic cinder rock mine at Fall
River Mills, that contained seven colors of remarkably colorful rock. The mine was managed by Carl
Strombeck, a logger from the Willow Creek area that had helped Chris with the golf course and subdivision
development. The operation was lucrative initially when the product was sold in bulk form, but ran into difficulties when the decision was made to install a bagging plant and market the material at the retail level. A
second mine, located farther north at Tionesta, California, produced volcanic pumice for a variety of markets. The mine produced three railcar loads of pumice each day that was transported on the Burlington
Northern line from Klamath Falls. Both mines were sold in the late 1970s.
The GMC (General Motors Corp.) Truck Division had been consulting with Jim Cypers over the
years as GM struggled with a truck design that would be competitive in the heavy truck market, dominated
by Peterbilt and Kenworth. This association between GM and Redwood Construction had always been
strong since Redwood Construction ran Detroit diesels almost exclusively in its trucks. To get more of its
products out in the marketplace, GM wanted an experienced party to open a GM dealership in Humboldt
County. The dealership, Mid-County Truck Center, opened in 1977 on Indianola Road, with the owner,
Chris Nicolos, cutting the ribbon. The dealership offered everything from GM pickups up to the new GM
“General,” their entry in the heavy-duty truck marketplace, as well as a full service center and parts house.
( continued page 52)
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Chris Nicolos cuts the ribbon for the new Mid-County Truck Center north of Eureka on April 1, 1977. Del TayVivian Nicolos collection
lor was the Business Manager, Bill Russett, Service and Parts Manager.

In 1977, Redwood Construction established the Mid-County Truck Center, a GM dealership, and purchased the
Jim Cypers photo
first group of GM “General” trucks equipped with the 8V-92T Detroit Diesel.
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Interior of the
Service Department of the MidCounty Truck
Center in 1977.

Marvin Stockle
collection

In 1977, Redwood Construction added seven new GMC Generals to its fleet of 252 trucks. They were
equipped with 8V-92TTA engines, Fuller 12513 13-speed transmissions, Eaton two-speed rear axles, and
Jacob brakes. The company purchased another similar round of Generals in 1978.
Jim Cypers departed Redwood Construction in 1977 after a 16-year run, starting as the low man on
the driver totem pole in 1961 and progressing to become its General Manager for seven years, managing
the company through turbulent times and times of phenomenal growth. Jim is still in the trucking business
in Eureka, operating a fleet of fuel delivery trucks. Jay Mitchell moved over from Dispatcher to assume
the duties of General Manager, and the dispatching duties were taken over by Willard Ream.
(continued page 54)

Redwood Construction short
logger driven by Sam Brown
on the convoy to Washington, DC, to deliver a peanut
carved out of a redwood log
to President Carter. Carter
would not accept the politically charged gift.

Sam Brown collection
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Filled with irony, a Redwood Construction Peterbilt graces a postcard of Lady Bird Johnson Grove, Redwood
Vivian Nicolos collection
National Park, California.
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In 1978 the second phase of the Redwood National Park acquisition, over 50,000 acres, dealt a
crushing blow to Redwood Construction. Combined with the reduced harvest volumes on National Forest
timber sales, the reduction in workload demanded severe cutbacks in not only trucks and drivers, but office
personnel and shop crew. By the fall of 1978, Redwood Construction was operating 130 log trucks and 15
chip trucks. The company sold 60 trucks at auction, and sold 75 trucks from the former Royal Sierra Division around Redding, California, to a former employee, Dale Boudro. The company’s base of clients became more broad, with Louisiana Pacific the largest, but with Champion Timberlands, Eel River Sawmills
and Harwood Products being important players.

Two ex-Redwood Construction Company Peterbilts owned by Sam and Warren Brown. Several gyppo truckers
started their business with ex-Redwood Construction trucks sold during the downsizing period. The truck on the
left was Redwood Construction #169, a Hoopa short logger; the truck on the right was a Samoa short logger,
Redwood Construction #100.
Sam Brown collec-

The lumber market in 1979 and 1980 experienced a major downturn that was industry wide. Further downsizing was necessary within the company and additional trucks were sold. Nicolos was forced to
take back the Boudro trucks when Boudro was unable to maintain the payment schedule. These trucks
were sold at auction in Redding. In 1981, Chris Nicolos sold his remaining 60 trucks and the truck shop at
Samoa to a partnership of his former Dispatcher and General Manager, Jay Mitchell, and Frank Blagen, a
former General Manager for Louisiana Pacific at Samoa. Blagen soon left the partnership. Today Jay
Mitchell and his son, Mike, operate Redwood Coast Trucking out of the old Redwood Construction shop
on Samoa Road, and Redwood Coast log trucks are a common sight on the highways in the Redwood Region.
This was an extremely difficult time for people who had been close to Chris Nicolos. Chris was
known for his physical strength, steel will and an undaunted faith that he could find a way to achieve his
goals. Chris fought both prostate cancer and congestive heart failure in later years, which robbed him of
the strength to persevere against the challenges of turbulent times. Chris passed away on February 3, 1985
from Congestive Heart Failure. At a well attended memorial service at La Quinta, his friend George
O’Neill, in talking about Chris’ charm, stated, “Chris’ smile resembled a court jester’s who had just
passed a little gas in the presence of the royal court.” People that knew the “Greatest Trucker of Them
All” smile at his memory, and that sea of Greek blue that dominated the highways of the Redwood Region.
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With all the rain this winter, it is no surprise that our Roots of Motive Power yard, Mendocino
County’s Skunk Train and Northwestern Pacific Railroad had some problems with flooding and washouts
on the tracks. Historically it’s been an ongoing battle to keep the lines open. Why, even on the day the
golden spike was laid on the North Western Pacific Railroad they was a little incident that you may not
know of.
Northwestern Pacific Railroad on
October 23, 1914.
The railroad linking Eureka and
the Bay Area is
completed with
the “Golden Spike
ceremony at Cain
Rock. Wielding
the maul is Warren Palmer, President of Southern
Pacific, with his
daughter, Alice,
holding the spike.

Photo from
“Redwood Railways” by Gilbert H.
Kneiss

Warren S. Palmer, President of Southern Pacific, with an excellent background in engineering and
operations, stood with a silver spike maul between the engine pilots of “Sequoia Specials” from north and
south at Cain Rock. His pretty daughter, Alice, held a spike fashioned of Trinity River gold; the last tie of
polished birdseye redwood was in place. Around him stood Mayor Clark of Eureka, San Francisco’s
“Sunny Jim” Rolph, officials of Southern Pacific and Santa Fe railroads, and others lucky enough to wangle
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invitations. Palmer pounded in the spike, then Alice shattered a bottle of California champagne on the rail.
The last spike was driven. But the long awaited train from San Francisco was not to reach Eureka on
the red-letter day. For while the little gathering at Cain Rock gave its attention to spike and speeches, tumbling boulders were burying the railroad thirty miles up the line. The “Sequoia Specials,” like many a regular train to follow, had to wait while the track was dug out. The planned celebration in Eureka waited too,
until they finally pulled in at 3:00AM. The Eurekans, having waited half a century, did not weaken at a few
hours more. The grand parade was held in the small hours of the morning.
Though steel finally linked the two seaports the new roadbed was in no condition for regular service. The terrain was brutal and inaccessible. There were 30 tunnels in the hundred miles, and the geology
was so unstable that they were apt to fault out of alignment as soon as they were bored. On much of the railroad, even teams could not get in— hand mucking had to do it all. Winter downpours were not only a constant threat of slides and eroded fill, but often raised the Eel River thirty feet overnight. Stranded driftwood
high on the bare rocks in the canyon warned the railroaders to keep their elevations. The scenery was gorgeous but mostly unappreciated.
The preceding was extracted from the book “Redwood Railways” authored by Gilbert H. Kneiss and submitted by Bobbie Yokum.

RUTH “ROCKY” ROCKEFELLER
Ruth is a well-loved member of the Willits community who has resided here for over 40 years. She
has had a varied career, as a teacher, mentor, journalist, author, railroad enthusiast and Roots volunteer.
Ruth was one of those individuals responsible for acquiring the Northwestern Pacific Railroad by the North
Coast Railroad Authority from a bankruptcy court.
On Saturday, March 11, the community held a “Farewell” party for Ruth, who is moving to the state
of Washington to live with family. The event took place in the Mendocino County Museum and Roots Engine House, where Ruth arrived in the cab of the Mason County #7 steam locomotive. Many of Ruth’s former students and others gave short accolades about their relationships with her.

Ruth Rockefeller at her
Farewell Party on
March 11, 2006. Ruth
will be missed by all of
us who know her and
have worked with her.

Noreen Evans photo
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Ruth waves to the crowd after her short train ride into the Roots Engine House. She arrived in the cab of Mason
County Logging #7, a steam locomotive restored by Roots of Motive Power. Several Roots volunteers assist
Ruth in her arrival.

Noreen Evans photo
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LIBRARY LINES
By Bruce Evans, Librarian
It’s with great pleasure that we announce the appointment of Hanna Burkhardt as Assistant Librarian. Hanna has been a great supporter of our research library, putting in a significant amount of time,
and actively learning the process of cataloging and shelving books. She has been doing essentially all of
the cataloging for the past year, and single-handedly cataloged the entire collection of Western Railroader and Northwestern Pacific Historical Society issues of The Headlight. We get many visitors to the Engine House, and Hanna has accepted the role of being the primary guide for these tours. And when we get
school groups, she takes these tours on as well. Roots is very fortunate to have Hanna working with us,
and we thank her for her commitment and dedication.
Bobbie Yokum has been trying to keep up with Hanna’s cataloging, by wrapping books in protective plastic covers. This is a necessary project that needs to be completed before we can apply spine labels and re-organize books on the shelves.
We stopped cataloging books the first of the year, and started making corrections and preparations
for the major re-organization of the library. This will consist of pulling all the books off the shelves, putting them in catalog order, printing and applying the spine labels, and then putting the books back on the
shelves in the correct order. At the same time, we will print catalog cards which will need to be sorted
into several categories: title, author and subject. It will be a daunting task, and will see the library in upheaval for quite a while, but when we’re done, we will have a genuine library where we can search for a
book or subject and then go find it on the shelf.
The major collection donations have slowed, which has been a good thing as it has given us time
to catch up on what had already come into the library over the past three years. We have received some
nice railroad materials from Jerry Brooks and Bob Simonson, a few more items from Rogan Coombs, and
Chris Baldo always locates the unique and unusual for our growing collections. Chris’s most recent find
is a stock certificate for Baldwin Locomotive Works, which was framed by Firefly Framing in Willits and
is hanging next to our C&SFE certificate.
Wendy Wilmes donated a wonderful solid brass railroad coach rack which will make a fantastic
bookshelf if we can figure out how to mount it to the wall—it’s really heavy!
Bobbie Yokum has been re-arranging the display cases in the galleries, taking out the Christmas
displays and putting in some different items for the public to enjoy.
We are open every Thursday from 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM, so come in and visit. If you catch us at
the right time, we might even put you to work.

STEAM ENGINEERING AND SAFETY CLASS
Roots of Motive Power will hold our annual Steam Engineering and Safety Class over the
weekend of April 1-2. The class will be held at the Roots facility at the Mendocino County Museum on
East Commercial Street. This is an excellent opportunity to learn the operations of steam engineering
and become a qualified operator for Roots events. All are welcome to attend the class, both newcomers
and previous attendees who would like a refresher course. Contact Chris Baldo at 707-459-4549 for
details.
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The Redwood Construction fleet at the new shop in Samoa in 1968, a sea of Greek blue, with the last of the yellow Autocars and Peterbilts.

Ron Lowe collection

ROOTS OF MOTIVE POWER
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Roots of Motive Power is an organization supported by members and friends who believe in the
goals of the organization: the restoration and display of logging and railroad artifacts that were a part of the
early history of the North Coast Redwood Empire. The following form can be duplicated or copied by those
of you who wish to join the organization, receive the benefits of membership, and support our ongoing efforts to restore and display the many artifacts now in our inventory.
NAME __________________________________________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________________________________
CITY __________________________ STATE _______ ZIPCODE _________
PHONE _____________________ EMAIL _____________________________
* Membership $35.00 per year January - December

Make checks payable to: ROOTS OF MOTIVE POWER
Mail to :Roots of Motive Power, PO Box 1540, Willits, CA 95490-1540
ROOTS OF MOTIVE POWER is a 501 ( C ) (3) Non Profit organization. Your membership is deductible to the extent allowed by law.

